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This technical report presents the heuristics that have been developed for identifying the visual elements of web pages. In order to develop these heuristics, we have used the following: our travel analysis framework which already included some guidelines, web pages that are previously used in our studies, and the related work that exists in the literature. This technical report aims to present the heuristics and detail the process followed in creating these heuristics.
eMINE

The World Wide Web (web) has moved from the Desktop and now is ubiquitous. It can be accessed by a small device while the user is mobile or it can be accessed in audio if the user cannot see the content, for instance visually disabled users who use screen readers. However, since web pages are mainly designed for visual interaction; it is almost impossible to access them in alternative forms. Our overarching goal is to improve the user experience in such constrained environments by using a novel application of eye tracking technology. In brief, by relating scanpaths to the underlying source code of web pages, we aim to transcode web pages such that they are easier to access in constrained environments.
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1 Introduction

Web pages are typically designed for visual interaction. In order to support visual interaction they are designed to include a number of visual segments. These visual segments typically include different kinds of information, for example they are used to segment a web page into a number of logical sections such as header, footer, menu, etc. They are also used to differentiate the presentation of different kinds of information. For example, on the news site they are used to differentiate different news items. However, unfortunately the underlying source code is not encoded in such a way to differentiate the visual segments. They are typically encoded for visual consumption and not for machine processing. For example, one can easily look at the visual rendering and can differentiate the header which has red background colour, top menu which has black and grey background colour, headline news which has a bigger image and a larger text for the header, etc. However, when we look at the source code we cannot see such kind of clear segmentation or pattern in the source code. We can find list items, paragraphs, etc. However, identifying such segments can be very useful for different fields, for example, web pages can be properly displayed or repurposed for mobile devices, blind users can easily access them with their screen readers, search engine can use such implicit information to provide a better search result, etc.

When we look at the real world mobility studies in wayfinding and urban or architectural design show that people use a variety of objects in a physical environment to successfully complete their journeys [26, 28]. When we look at the web from this perspective and think about it as an environment where people make journeys [25], counterparts of these objects also exist on web pages [18, 37]. We have identified three broad categories of visual elements of web pages that are summarized below along with some examples [37].

1. **Way Points** are points within a journey at which a decision may be made that facilitates onward movement. These include Decision Points (e.g., menu), Way Edges (e.g., colour boundaries), Navigation Points (e.g., hyperlinks), Reference Points (e.g., logo), etc.

2. **Orientation Points** are used for both establishing and maintaining orientation. The knowledge about orientation suggests that such objects include Reference Point (e.g., logo), Direction (e.g., back and forward button), Location and Position (e.g., menu highlighting active item) objects, etc.

3. **Travel Assistants** are different strategies used by both sighted and visually impaired travellers to re-orientate themselves when they experience problems in orientating themselves in unfamiliar or familiar environments. These strategies include usage of: Information Points (e.g., search box), Travel Aids (e.g., site map), Travel Memory (e.g., history list) and Travel Support (e.g., guided tour).

Based on this model, we have created a travel analysis framework that can be used to systematically analyse web pages for their travel support. This framework consists of two stages: (1) Inspecting a web page to identify travel objects and create a travel object inventory. The aim is to filter the page and find the objects that are useful in promoting the onward journey; (2) Classifying each travel object in the inventory according to the role it plays in the travel process (which can be greater than one).

The rest of this technical report is organised as follows: Section 2 presents detailed information about these visual elements of web pages. Section 3 presents a number of heuristics that can be used to identify such visual elements of web pages. Section 4 presents some heuristics identified in the literature and finally Section 5 presents what has been done
2 Visual Elements of Web Pages

Travellers use environmental features or elements in order to make a successful journey which are called travel objects [26, 28]. Travellers use landmarks and memory objects to reassure themselves that they are safe to proceed and going the right way. Landmarks and memory are two main classes of travel objects, and these classes also include sub-classes which are as follows [18]:

- **Landmarks**: Alert, information point, identification point, way point and way edge.
- **Memory**: Memory, alert, information point and identification point.

These classifications are dynamic and can overlap. An identification point is both a landmark and a memory object. A landmark may be classified as an information point and a way point on closer inspection. This classification depends on the context of the travel. These travel objects are an important part of the model of travel. Fundamentally, the encapsulated process extracts travel objects from the environment in which travel takes place – a web page. Therefore, before we can extract them, we must identify such objects and specify their characteristics. These have to be in detail and must reflect the key environmental features used by travellers. The extensions to [18] have lead to three broad categories of travel objects: (1) way points, (2) orientation and (3) travel assistants. These categories also include sub-classes which are explained in the following sections. Table 1 presents these objects and examples from the real and web world.

### 2.1 Way Points

These are the points within a journey at which a decision may be made that directly facilitates onward movement. Below, we explain the sub-classes of way points, however other classifications may also be considered as way points depending on the journey undertaken:

**Decision Points** are the choice points where alternative paths of travel are possible. Travellers recall the direction they must travel to reach their destination and they change their direction of travel if necessary [24].

**Way Edges** are the environmental elements that are linear or continuous and act as boundaries between two areas [26]. During a journey, visually impaired travellers usually make explicit references to these elements in the environment [16].

**Navigation Points** provide a possible route and the traveller exercises some control by choosing to follow or not to follow it. They can be considered as decision points in wayfinding, but the traveller is not choosing from a set of options; the traveller needs to decide to follow or not to follow it. They relate directly to the *paths* that are defined as channels along which people potentially move [26].

**Reference Points or Landmarks** are some aspects of the environment that are unique and memorable [26]. They are defined as the most salient cues in any environment [15] and are conceptually and perceptually distinct locations [20].
Increased usage of landmarks or reference points is one of the strategies used by visually impaired people to travel efficiently in their homes and communities [24]. Landmarks have to communicate some specific, identifiable features [29]. They may be primarily physical objects, but they can be sounds, odours, temperature or tactual stimuli [5, 24, 29].

Reference Point Components are directly related to the information points and are defined as two or more stimuli that, when linked, allow a traveller to determine his or her exact location [24]. A single reference point component might not be enough to identify the exact position of the traveller. Whereas, when two or more reference point components are linked, a traveller can determine his or her exact position. They are common features which
do not provide precise position. However, they might help in determining one’s general position.

**Identification Points** are identification signs that are elementary state description of a location and usually perceived when the destination is reached [28]. These points identify an object, a place or a person in the space.

Identity is what makes one part of an environment distinguishable from another; it is a characteristic that allows the traveller to differentiate parts of the environment [2]. Travellers can use identification points to validate their arrival at the destination (“this is it”).

**Attention** These are the objects that attract traveller’s attention and may change the traveller’s focus. They may be used for observations that may lead to interesting discoveries but yield most initiation control to the environment [27].

**Alert** These objects alert the traveller to a change in the environment or control of the journey [18]. Like the attention objects, they also attract the traveller’s attention, but they usually notify approaching action or danger.

### 2.2 Orientation Points

Orientation is defined as the knowledge of one’s direction and distance relative to things observed or remembered in the surroundings and keeping track of these spatial relationships as they change during locomotion [4, 5]. The concepts 1 of position or location, directional- ity and laterality are important cognitive components for orientation during mobility [24]. Moreover, as one moves towards a desired goal, establishing orientation and maintaining orientation are critical components of successful travel.

The knowledge about orientation suggests that a person needs information about location, distance and direction in order to be oriented in a journey. Landmarks are used to give a sense of location [19] and are defined as spatial anchors since they provide precise information about one’s location [24]. Landmarks are also important for the orientation of visually impaired travellers [4].

**Direction** Directional information is essential to the navigator’s ability to remain oriented within the environment [14, 26]. A sense of direction that is an ability to maintain direction while moving, is usually equated with a sense of orientation [28]. Directional information can be provided through the directional signs that designate direction towards a place, an object or an event in form of a name, symbol or pictograph and an arrow. They may also show which direction the traveller is moving along.

**Distance** The ability to make accurate distance estimations facilitates establishment and maintenance of orientation [24]. Objects that provide distance information may indicate distance from the traveller’s starting position or from the traveller’s destination. They may also show where one is with respect to nearby objects and the target location.

**Location or Position** Landmarks provide implicit location or position information, because

---

1 Concepts are defined as mental representations, images or ideas [24].
different travellers may need varying amounts and type of information about landmarks. However, there may be some objects in the environment which provide location or position information explicitly. These location or position objects are directly related to reassurance signs and are defined as checkpoints which are used by travellers to reassure themselves that they are on the right track [28].

2.3 Travel Assistants

Sighted or visually impaired travellers may all experience problems in orienting themselves from time to time in an unfamiliar or familiar environment. They use different strategies for solving this problem including consulting a map; exploring the space systematically, either alone or with a guide; or following verbal or written directions [24].

Information Points By using these objects, a traveller can directly request information. The traveller controls the type and amount of information requested and supplied, so they are an active information supply [24].

Travellers can update their spatial information by interacting with other people while travelling. This is one of the strategies used by travellers for re-orienting themselves [24]. A supportive environment can be thought of in terms of information points at frequent and regular intervals. Particularly, information points may be important for visually impaired travellers, since they compensate for not having access to distant cues that are so useful to the sighted travellers [30].

Travel Aids provide an overview of the environment. They usually place the entire environment within the traveller’s view. We refer to them as passive information supply, because, unlike information points, the traveller does not control the type and amount of information. They can also be considered as secondary sources, which can be used for spatial knowledge acquisition. They may help travellers to determine their position in the environment, their direction of travel, and the relative position of other objects or places in the environment [15].

Travel Memory holds information about where the traveller has been and provides means to get back there. It can be considered as an external memory aid to supplement internal memory [18].

Travel Support A traveller may make a journey without controlling all the details of the journey, that is to say, the traveller may not actively control the journey undertaken. Travellers may make a journey by actually being guided throughout. This could be a strategy for travellers to learn the spatial relationships in an unfamiliar environment [15].

3 Heuristics for Identifying and Classifying Visual Elements of web Pages

This framework is based on the model of travel. It aims to capture a systematic method to discover objects and their roles as explained in the previous section. Fundamentally, the
framework is comprised of two stages:

1. Inspecting a web page in order to create a travel object inventory;

2. Classifying each travel object in the inventory according to the role it plays in the travel process.

### 3.1 Identification of Visual Elements

If we look at the web landscape from the real world travel perspective, travel objects also exist in the web landscape\(^2\) (see Table 1). For example, if we consider a typical web page. The logo at the top left corner acts as a reference point; it is a unique and memorable feature of the page. The colour boundary on the side is a way edge; it is used to separate the “side content” from the “main”. The heading “personal banking” is used as an identification point and used to identify that part of the page. As these examples demonstrate, the travel objects play an important role in the mobility of the web users. Since in the visually impaired users’ web landscape these objects are not presented appropriately, their mobility is reduced. Travel objects should be presented in a way that they can fulfill their intended roles and ease travel on the web.

In the first stage of the framework, web pages are analysed to find out the provided travel objects and create a travel object inventory. The aim of identification is to filter the page and find the objects that are useful in promoting the onward journey. These objects are the regions or portions of the page i.e., an HTML element, collections of elements or parts of elements depending on the rendering. In order to identify these objects, a journey should be made from top to bottom by noting which parts of the page (rendering or underlying code) are useful in promoting the onward journey. These then become travel objects.

A set of guidelines are also developed for identifying objects. These guidelines are established by investigating a large number of web pages. The aim is to make the identification process systematic and consistent. If the process is proved to be so, the guidelines can form the basis of heuristics for travel object identification within an automated process. These heuristics can also evolve throughout the application. The guidelines are principally grouped into four. They are summarised as follows:

- **Extracting travel objects from a page** These are the fundamental strategies for extracting travel objects, and the important aspects about the environment and travel objects. E.g.,
  - *A bird’s-eye view* of a page may help to spot visual groupings and draw a sketch of the page. Then the sketch can be extended by zooming in and out from these groupings and by considering their relationships.
  - *Granularity* A travel object may be atomic or composite (i.e., composed of other travel objects).
  - *Content or Context Change* When a page is analysed linearly (from top to bottom), any context or content change can be considered as a clue to differentiate objects.

---

\(^2\)The web landscape is defined as the combination of the page and the agent (e.g., browser) [18].
• **HTML source code** Some details are hidden in the source code and some are in the rendering, so it is important to inspect both. E.g.,

- *An image map* When the rendering of a page is analysed, it may be difficult to realise the image maps, whereby analysing source code may help to elucidate the details of the image maps.

- *Layout tables* The details of invisible layout tables can be obtained from the source code. Sometimes groups of objects are located in a cell of the layout table, so it may help to check whether or not they can be considered as a single travel object.

- *Image with a link* It might not be easy to recognise whether there is a link on an image or not so it might help to check the source code.

• **Using elements of a document** The general knowledge about the structure of a standard document can be used in finding out the travel objects (the role of a part of a document can be considered). For example, sections, paragraphs, titles, headings, bulleted or numbered lists are all different travel objects. Similarly, the HTML elements can also be considered, for instance, links. E.g.,

  - *Sections and headings* The heading and the content part (section) should be considered separately because it is likely that they have different roles during a journey. The headings can be obtained by checking whether the source code contains H1 through H6 tag set. However, this may not be enough because not all headings are explicitly specified by using this tag set. Different typefaces may be used to indicate headings; thus it is important to inspect both the rendering and the underlying source code.

  - *Boundaries* (e.g., line, colour and space) are used to visually divide information or sections. For example, a line boundary can be created by using a HR tag. Besides helping in recognising the context division in a page, they may also be considered as travel objects.

  - *Links* All the links on a page are candidates for being travel objects despite the fact that they could be grouped together with other objects depending on the context.

  - *Logo* If an image or icon is used to identify that particular page, then it can be considered as a travel object.

  - *Animations and Adverts* can be considered as single objects as they usually have different context.

• **Neighbourhood objects** Objects that are grouped together to provide a common function can be considered as a single travel object. E.g.,

  - *Functional dependency* If the functionality of an object depends on another object then they can be considered as a single travel object. For instance, the search capability in a page is usually provided by a search box, a ‘go’ button and a label. These three objects can be considered as a single travel object because the functionality of the ‘go’ button depends on the search box and cannot be used on its own.
– **Single destination** If a group of objects (e.g., an image and a paragraph) links to the same page, then that group can be considered as a single object.

– **Common style** If objects with different content are presented with the same style (e.g., menu items), then it is likely that those objects form a composite object.

– **Interaction** If the traveller needs to interact differently with consecutive objects then they can be considered as different objects.

### 3.2 Classification of Visual Elements

This second stage aims to classify the extracted travel objects. The main use of this classification is to discover the roles of each travel object in the inventory. Every travel object has at least one role during a journey and depending on the journey, it may have more than one role or it may have different roles in different journeys. Since we cannot consider all the different possible journeys, we only consider the possible roles of travel objects in a general context.

The classification process consists of a series of questions (a questionnaire) that have to be answered for every object in the created inventory. These questions aim to capture the definitions of the classifications of travel objects (Table 1). For example, a **Travel memory** is defined as “an object that holds information regarding where the traveller has been and provides means to get back”. Therefore, questions like “does this object show where the traveller has been?”, “does it show previously visited places”, etc., are included.

The expected answers to the questionnaire are **yes** or **no**. This is to simplify the process, make it systematic and have it in a form which is easy to automate. The results are then evaluated to infer the possible roles of the travel objects. The aim of asking every question to every object is to try to decrease the subjectivity of the approach and to provide a systematic rationale to classification.

### 4 Related Work – Heuristics in the Literature

In the literature, some work also looks at understanding the role and the functions of the segments. In our work, we consider these segments as visual elements. Some segments in a web page has specific roles, for example some of them are used as headers, footers and some are used as the main content or headline in a web page. In this section, we review the literature and identify the work that has been done to understand the role of the segments.

- [39] proposes an algorithm based on random walks that classifies elements of web pages into five categories which are Content (C), Related Links (R), Navigation and Support (N), Advertisement (A) and Form (F). Their algorithm automatically categorises web elements by developing five graphs, one for each functional category, with the basic elements in the web page as vertices. Each graph is specifically designed such that most of the probability of stationary distribution of a random walk is concentrated in the nodes that belong to its corresponding category. They are focusing on a very small set of roles/functions of web elements. However, in reality web elements have many more different roles.
• [1] uses heuristics to recognise the major sections of a web page which are: 1) top, 2) main content, 3) left and right menus, 4) bottom and 5) clutter such as advertisement.

  - Top includes the title of the page and a menu bar – Heuristic\textsubscript{top}: “If a list of hyperlinks (i.e., a menu bar) or a table including a list of hyperlinks is placed within the top 200 pixels of the page [21], it is considered to be the top section.”
  - Left and right menu includes navigation links – Heuristic\textsubscript{menu}: “If a list of hyperlinks or a table including a list of hyperlinks is placed on the left (right) side of the page, occupying up to 30 percent of the page width [18], and its upper boundary is below the top section and its lower bound is above the bottom section, then it is considered to be the left (right) menu section.”;
  - The main content is included in the center – Heuristic\textsubscript{main}: “The remaining area (see Heuristic\textsubscript{top}, Heuristic\textsubscript{bottom} and Heuristic\textsubscript{menu}) is considered to be the main area”;
  - Clutter usually contains images that are located in the bottom or side of a page.
  - Bottom – Heuristic\textsubscript{bottom}: “If a table is placed within the lowest 150 pixels of the page [21], it is considered to be the bottom section.”.

[1] are very good and promising, however they are based on a specific model of web pages which is the header is at the top, the menus are on the sides and the bottom of the page is clearly marked. Although this covers a wide variety of web pages, there are so many different structures on the web.

• [23] uses VIPS algorithm [10, 9] to first identify the blocks in a web page. By using heuristics these blocks are then categorised into three: Navigation bar, navigation list and content block. These three categories are then used to filter the unnecessary content (blocks which are not in these three categories). The following heuristics are used:

  - Navigation bar – Heuristic\textsubscript{bar}: if the blocks have links, and if does not have another domain and if the over half of the content is links and if average link length is more than 10 and it does not have contents other than links then that block is a navigation bar.
  - Navigation list – Heuristic\textsubscript{list}: if the blocks have links, and if does not have another domain and if the over half of the content is links and if average link length is more than 10 and it does have contents other than links then that block is a navigation list.
  - Contents – Heuristic\textsubscript{content}: 1) If a block has links and the number of words is more than 100, then it is a content block. 2) If a block has links and it does not have another domain name and it does not have over half of links then it is a content block.

It is again very difficult to see how these heuristics can be generalised, and also the role of the blocks are only focuses on these tree items which do not reflect the actual roles of elements in a web page. In summary, they do not really focus on identifying the role of these blocks but they rather focus on grouping these blocks into three categories.
• [34, 35] differentiate link blocks from content blocks. Even though they do not try to understand the role of structural elements, their blocking algorithm does differentiate between content and link blocks.

• [13, 12] aims to identify high-level content blocks which are header, footer, sidebars (left and right) and the body. The authors also refer to these layout components altogether as semantic structure. They assume that header and footer typically has a flat shape, and header is located at the top and the footer is located at the bottom.

  – Header – Since the header block locates on the top of the page, they define a threshold \( N \) and let the upper \( N \) pixels of a web page to be the header region. They propose the formula: \( N = \text{base}\_\text{threshold} + F(\text{heightwidth}) \) where \( F(x) = a(b^x + c) \) where base_threshold, \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \) are constants. Their experiments show that base_threshold=160, \( a=40 \), \( b=20 \) and \( c=1 \) are

  – Footer – Similar approach to header is used for the footer.

  – Left and Right Sidebar – 1/4 part of a web page to be the left sidebar and 1/4 of part of the page to be the right sidebar.

Even though the main higher-level content blocks are covered, the way they are identified are focused on a specific web side template. Header at the top, footer at the bottom, left and right bars on each.

• [11] proposes a Function-Based Object model (FOM Model). According to this model, a web page consists of basic (smallest information body that cannot be further divided, only as a whole can perform certain functions) and composite objects (is a set of objects (both basic and composite) that perform certain functions together). They also propose a number of object categories:

  1. Information object, for content information
  2. Navigation object, provides navigation guide. Further divided as 1) navigation bar (provides global navigation), 2) navigation list (provides local navigation), 3) independent navigation guide (to provide navigation guide to certain piece of information)
  3. Interaction object, provides user side interaction
  4. Decoration object, serves only decoration purpose
  5. Special function object, performs special function such as advert, logo, contact, copyright, reference, etc.
  6. Page object, serves as the basic document of a web site, can be index page or content page.

The authors also further define a number of rules for basic objects which include: 1) presentation property (media type, encoding formatting, layout information), 2) semanteme property, 3) navigation property (destination of a hyperlink), 4) decoration property (e.g. background colour), 5) interaction property (button, input, etc). Even though the proposed model is very comprehensive, it is very technical and does not take into account the users’ understanding of the content. It does not also capture
Section 4  Related Work – Heuristics in the Literature

the detailed understanding of the document. For example, how would you categorise header, footer, etc?

- [21] aims to segment a web page into a set of coherent objects. The overall aim is to build a representation for a web page in which objects are placed into well-defined tree hierarchy according to where they belong in an HTML structure of a web page. They then focus on recognising some common areas on web pages such as header, footer, left and right menus, and the center of the page. They mainly define a set of heuristics to identify these common areas. These heuristics are based on a model where there is a rigid abstraction of the visual representation of the page.

- This is not so much related to classification of web page segments but it is about the classification of images [17]. By analysing images from different kinds of pages such as business, governmental, education, news, etc. and they propose the following three categories: 1) unlisted images: which are standalone images that appear anywhere in the page; 2) listed images: are two or more images that are systematically ordered with a web page; and 3) semi-listed images are visually similar to listed images. These groups are also differentiated based on their DOM tree.

- [33] defines a web page as a composition of basic visual blocks and separators – they indicate that visual blocks are visual parts in a web page that cannot be divided further. They have a very simple classification of blocks. They mainly classify them as nontext blocks (buttons, images, inputs, etc) and text blocks (is the area containing a paragraph of text, except text on forms). This is a very technical classification of content and has nothing to do with the role of the objects.

- [22] defines two types of blocks: informative and redundant content blocks. Informative content blocks include content which is semantically meaningful to users and redundant content blocks include redundant data such as company logos, navigation panels, advertisement banners, etc. Their focus is information retrieval therefore they focus on eliminating the intra-page redundancy.

- [6, 7, 8] indicates that web pages includes a lot of additional information besides the main content such as advertisements, copyright notices, etc that would effect the quality of data mining. Therefore, they propose an algorithm to identify the segments and based on the features of these segments to identify the main content. They mainly focus on identifying the following classes of objects: h1 (main article heading), h2 (second-level heading in the article), subtitle (the subtitle of the page), perex (the leading parag of the article), paragraph (an ordinary paragraph), data (publication date), author (author name), authordate (other object that belongs to the article), aobject (other object that belongs to the article), and none. Even though some of these are related to the role of segments in the page, it seems like they are mixed – some are related to the role of blocks in the page for example, h1, h2 etc and some are related to the semantics of the content for example author, authordate, etc. This is mainly because they are related to data mining. Furthermore, these are not systematically classified, they look like an add-hoc classification of the role of elements.

- [38] aims to eliminate blocks that contain noisy information with respect to data mining. Even though they do refer to different content blocks for example navigation
panels, copyright, privacy notes, etc, they do not aim to identify the role of information blocks in a web page.

- [3, 32] aim to identify the fragments in a web page such that the page can be transcoded to better support accessibility for blind users. [3, 32] proposes different roles for these fragments which include: proper content, updated index, general index, no-role, header, footer, advertisement, delete, layouttable. Even though this looks like a comprehensive list, there still some roles that are missing in this group of roles. They have also not done systematically, it seems like the authors came up with a number of roles that are important from accessibility perspective.

5 Related Work – The Importance of the Visual Elements

There are also some work that aims to identify the importance of blocks/segments of web pages:

- [31] uses VIPS algorithm [10] to segment a web page and then proposes two learning algorithms to be used for identifying importance of these blocks. Block importances are originally identified with four levels: level-1: noisy information such as advertisement, copyright, decoration; level-2: useful information, but not very relevant to the topic of the page, such as navigation, directory, etc; level-3: relevant information to the theme of the page, but not with prominent importance, such as related topics, topic index, etc.; level-4: the most prominent part of the page such as headlines, main content, etc. However, after their experiment they proposed to have the following levels [31, 36] which means combining the second and third group: level-1: noisy information such as ads, copyright, decoration, etc.; level-2: Useful information, but not very relevant to the topic of a page, such as navigation, directory, etc. or relevant information to the theme of a page, but not with prominent importance, such as related topics, topic index, etc.; level-3: The most prominent part of a page, such as headlines, main content, etc.

- [22] aims to discover content blocks and in order to find the important blocks. They classify the blocks into redundant and informative content blocks.

- [6, 7, 8] aims to also identify the main content block. Therefore, they implicitly consider the importance of the blocks.

- [3, 32] also aims to annotate the fragments in a web page and their importance. The importance of a fragment is assigned with a real number which is between -1 and 1, 0 is the default role. The importance of the block is then used when the page is transcoded. The annotator can also specify the importance of a fragment and based on the importance value when the page is transcoded the fragment is located respectively. For example, if a fragment is annotated as an advertisement, then it receives an importance value which is -0.8 and then when the page is transcoded it is placed at the bottom of the page.
6 Summary

This technical report presents a detailed information about the visual elements of web pages. It mainly presents a set of heuristics that can be used to identify visual elements on web pages and also discusses some heuristics that have been proposed in the literature. Finally, it also presents some works in the literature that proposes to identify the importance of visual elements of web pages.
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